One Stop Servicing for all
KE FISCHER SERVICE CONCERNS
Running KE FISCHER cutting lines at high level accuracy demands,

a proper and expert maintenance. Preventive and predicted main-

tenance schedules are the key factors in proper machine functionality.
Machine life span depends greatly on the quality of the regular and
repetitive service work. KE FISCHER Service offers highly skilled

expertise about the machine status and its functions and helps to

KE FISCHER SERVICE
PHONE: + 49 (0) 95 72 39-119

EMAIL: SERVICE@kefischer.de

minimize and solve problems when needed most.
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Our technial staff is experienced in all aspects
of the KE FISCHER Cutting Lines.

SERVICE KEY TASKS:
- Coordination of service interventions
worldwide
- Prompt aid when machine malfunctions
- Fast handling of fault messages by
phone, mail, or remote connection
- Processing of complaints
- All inquiries for spare and wear parts
are handled by our indoor Spareparts
department
- Line checking and repair service
- Installation of new lines
- Quality maintenance, inspections and
service work
- Shifting of lines
- Training of maintenance staff and
operators, for new or existing lines
- Remote servicing
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Properly maintained and serviced machines operate efficiently, the production and
maintenance downtimes can be minimized,
combining it with original KE FISCHER spare
parts.
KE FISCHER can help you to achieve your
planned maintenance goals by providing
our service and inspection checklist and
support you actively, at the line according to
specific KE FISCHER recommendations and
instructions.
We provide quality and efficient service
with maintenance and production concerns
in mind. Our technicians strive to make
the necessary, scheduled repairs to your
machine to reduced stoppages. Training
sessions are offered to your technical staff.
We can train plant staff in the proper
technical procedures for any repairs and
setups, specific to your machines.
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